
   

 UK Disability Rights and Benefits   

Disabled people in the UK are currently undergoing a massive attack on their rights. The 
attack is being carried out by governments claiming austerity measures. They want to cut 
the costs of disability, but they are unaware of the social and emotional costs of their 
actions that will see the 75% of disabled people already living in poverty i plunged into 
greater poverty, despair and homelessness. Once the UK was an example of the progress 
of disability rights, now it is becoming an example of how fast those rights can be taken 
away.

Disability Rights and Independent Living

The Independent Living Fund which supports disabled people with the highest support needs to 
pay for and employ P.A.s has been closed. This means that those with high support needs will be 
left unsupported: the result - the UK returns to a time of institutionalising us rather than supporting 
us in the community. While those already receiving the funds will continue to get them, we are 
hearing that many are being stopped from continuing because of the local authority spending cuts 
on social ‘care’. 

The Access to Work program which supports disabled people into employment by providing aids 
and equipment needed to help disabled people overcome barriers in the workplace has cut the 
number of aids and equipment it will supply. 

The Disability Living Allowance, an allowance to pay for the extra costs that disability brings to us 
all will be abolished and replaced by another allowance, however the British government have 
made it clear that they wish to cut the percentage of people claiming this by at least 20%. They will 
bring in tougher assessments to ensure that at least 20% of those entitled to Disability Living 
Allowance will be left without support. Disabled people will also be hit by the increases in housing 
costs meaning that many will be in danger of losing their homes. 

Incapacity benefit is being replaced by a lower cash amount benefit called Employment Support 
Allowance. This is subject to a Work Capability Assessment organised by an information 
technology company called Atos Origin. This has led to over 500,000 disabled people being 
wrongly denied Incapacity Benefit and losing incomeiiSo far those who have been getting 24 hour 
support and those with terminal illnesses have passed these tests and been told they are ‘fit for 
work’. Seventy per cent of the unfair decisions made by Atos Origin have been overturned through 
the courtsiii.  

These attacks go beyond individuals facing tougher criteria in getting P.A.s. They are attacks on 
the whole notion of disabled people living with dignity, living independently and achieving human 
rights. This is happening in a place that ratified the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with 
Disabilities in 2009.

The Fight Back: Disabled People against Cuts (DPAC)

Disabled People against Cuts (DPAC) was formed by disabled people who originally co-organised 
a mass protest on October the 3rd 2010 against the cuts. The protest was the first UK action 
against the attacks on disability rights. It also involved Trade Unions, students and a number of 
anti-cuts groups angry at government proposals. Disabled people led the protest. 



DPAC supporters are made up of disabled people and their allies who are against the cuts and 
against the destruction of disabled peoples’ lives.  DPAC is UK based but we know that disabled 
people in other countries are suffering from austerity cuts and a lack of fundamental rights. We 
welcome all to join us in fighting for justice and human rights for all disabled people and we would 
like to thank those of you who have supported the cause so far.

                   

                                                              March and rally in Birmingham, 3 Oct 2010 

Since the 3rd of October DPAC has been involved in and led a number of protests and campaigns 
engaging MPs and legal people to help in the fight to keep disability rights on the agenda. Two key 
events coming up are:

February 12th The stand-up comedian, television presenter and international disability rights 
activist, Liz Carr, will be speaking on behalf of Disabled People Against the Cuts at the 12 
February People’s Convention of Resistance to Austerity and Cuts. DPAC will be hosting the 
workshop: ‘Disabled people – at the forefront of resistance’.  The day will be a day of organization 
with MPs and activists including Diane Abbot MP, John McDonnell MP, Katy Clark MP, Lee 
Jasper, Black Activists Rising Against Cuts (BARAC), Kat Craig, vice chair Haldane Society of 
Socialist Lawyers and many others. Sign up at http://righttowork.org.uk/2010/11/peoples-
convention/

Rally in London 26th March: On the 26th of March DPAC and its growing number of supporters 
will again join a mass rally to protest against the cuts with Trade Unions, students and anti-cuts 
groups. The rally is expected to be one of the biggest ever seen in London. DPAC will be running 
its virtual protest page for the event and is currently attempting to gain funding to support those 
disabled people who want to join the rally but are prevented from doing so because of cost, 
transport issues or a lack of P.A. support. 

We hope that as many people as possible can join us either virtually or in person. 

By Debbie Jolly and Eleanor Lisney DPAC co-founders       

mail@dpac.uk.net
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i National Equalities Panel report 2010 and Family Resources Survey

ii Up to 500,000 wrongly denied incapacity benefit, figures show’ Stratton Guardian. co.uk 03.01.2011

iii United Kingdom Disabled Peoples’ Council (UKDPC) response to WCA Harrington Enquiry 2010
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